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what is a literature review a literature review is a survey of scholarly sources on a specific topic it provides an overview of current knowledge allowing you to identify relevant theories methods and gaps in the existing research that you can later apply to your paper thesis or dissertation topic it provides an overview of the current state of knowledge identifies gaps and highlights key findings in the literature 1 the purpose of a literature review is to situate your own research within the context of existing scholarship demonstrating your understanding of the topic and showing how your work contributes to the ongoing conversation in addition a literature review is an excellent way of synthesizing research findings to show evidence on a meta level and to uncover areas in which more research is needed which is a critical component of creating theoretical frameworks and building conceptual models a literature review is a document or section of a document that collects key sources on a topic and discusses those sources in conversation with each other also called synthesis the lit review is an important genre in many disciplines not just literature i.e. the study of works of literature such as novels and plays so what is a literature review a literature review is an account of what has been published on a topic by accredited scholars and researchers in writing the literature review your purpose is to convey to your reader what knowledge and ideas have been established on a topic and what their strengths and weaknesses are a review article can also be called a literature review or a review of literature it is a survey of previously published research on a topic it should give an overview of current thinking on the topic and unlike an original research article it will not present new experimental results literature reviews are important resources for scientists they provide historical context for a field while offering opinions on its future trajectory creating them can provide inspiration for step 1 find the relevant literature naturally the first step in the literature review journey is to hunt down the existing research that's relevant to your topic while you probably already have a decent base of this from your research proposal you need to expand on this substantially in the dissertation or thesis itself the best reviews synthesize studies to draw broad theoretical conclusions about what a literature means linking theory to evidence and evidence to theory this guide describes how to plan conduct organize and present a systematic review of quantitative meta analysis or qualitative narrative review meta synthesis information a literature or narrative review is a comprehensive review and analysis of the published literature on a specific topic or research question the literature that is reviewed contains books articles academic articles conference proceedings association papers and dissertations a literature review is a review and synthesis of existing research on a topic or research question a literature review is meant to analyze the scholarly literature make connections across writings and identify strengths weaknesses trends and missing conversations the main and fundamental purpose of writing a review is to create a readable synthesis of the best resources available in the literature for an important research question or a current area of research although the idea of writing a review is attractive it is important to spend time identifying the important questions introduction a systematic review collects all possible studies related to a given topic and design and reviews and analyzes their results 1 during the systematic review process the quality of studies is evaluated and a statistical meta analysis of the study results is conducted on the basis of their quality there are many types of reviews narrative reviews scoping reviews systematic reviews integrative reviews umbrella reviews rapid reviews and others and it's not always straightforward to choose which type of review to conduct the selection of review type is wholly dependent on the research question not all research questions are well suited for systematic reviews review typologies from litr ex this site explores different review methodologies such as systematic scoping realist narrative state of the art meta ethnography critical and integrative reviews a review article is written to summarize the current state of understanding on a topic and peer reviewing these types of articles requires a slightly different set of criteria compared with empirical articles unless it is a systematic review meta analysis methods are not important or reported descriptions of types of reviews reproduced from grant mj booth a a typology of reviews an analysis of 14 review types and associated methodologies health info libr j 2009 jun 26 2 91 108 doi 10 1111 j 1471 1842 2009
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what is a literature review a literature review is a survey of scholarly sources on a specific topic it provides an overview of current knowledge allowing you to identify relevant theories methods and gaps in the existing research that you can later apply to your paper thesis or dissertation topic
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it provides an overview of the current state of knowledge identifies gaps and highlights key findings in the literature 1 the purpose of a literature review is to situate your own research within the context of existing scholarship demonstrating your understanding of the topic and showing how your work contributes to the ongoing conversation
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in addition a literature review is an excellent way of synthesizing research findings to show evidence on a meta level and to uncover areas in which more research is needed which is a critical component of creating theoretical frameworks and building conceptual models
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a literature review is a document or section of a document that collects key sources on a topic and discusses those sources in conversation with each other also called synthesis the lit review is an important genre in many disciplines not just literature i e the study of works of literature such as novels and plays
so what is a literature review a literature review is an account of what has been published on a topic by accredited scholars and researchers in writing the literature review your purpose is to convey to your reader what knowledge and ideas have been established on a topic and what their strengths and weaknesses are

a review article can also be called a literature review or a review of literature it is a survey of previously published research on a topic it should give an overview of current thinking on the topic and unlike an original research article it will not present new experimental results

literature reviews are important resources for scientists they provide historical context for a field while offering opinions on its future trajectory creating them can provide inspiration for

step 1 find the relevant literature naturally the first step in the literature review journey is to hunt down the existing research that’s relevant to your topic while you probably already have a decent base of this from your research proposal you need to expand on this substantially in the dissertation or thesis itself

the best reviews synthesize studies to draw broad theoretical conclusions about what a literature means linking theory to evidence and evidence to theory this guide describes how to plan conduct organize and present a systematic review of quantitative meta analysis or qualitative narrative review meta synthesis information
a literature or narrative review is a comprehensive review and analysis of the published literature on a specific topic or research question. The literature that is reviewed contains books, articles, academic articles, conference proceedings, association papers, and dissertations.

a literature review is a review and synthesis of existing research on a topic or research question. A literature review is meant to analyze the scholarly literature, make connections across writings, and identify strengths, weaknesses, trends, and missing conversations.

the main and fundamental purpose of writing a review is to create a readable synthesis of the best resources available in the literature for an important research question or a current area of research. Although the idea of writing a review is attractive, it is important to spend time identifying the important questions.

introduction a systematic review collects all possible studies related to a given topic and design and reviews and analyzes their results. During the systematic review process, the quality of studies is evaluated, and a statistical meta-analysis of the study results is conducted on the basis of their quality.

there are many types of reviews, including narrative reviews, scoping reviews, systematic reviews, integrative reviews, umbrella reviews, rapid reviews, and others. It is not always straightforward to choose which type of review to conduct.
the selection of review type is wholly dependent on the research question not all research questions are well suited for systematic reviews review typologies from litr ex this site explores different review methodologies such as systematic scoping realist narrative state of the art meta ethnography critical and integrative reviews

a review article is written to summarize the current state of understanding on a topic and peer reviewing these types of articles requires a slightly different set of criteria compared with empirical articles unless it is a systematic review meta analysis methods are not important or reported

descriptions of types of reviews reproduced from grant mj booth a a typology of reviews an analysis of 14 review types and associated methodologies health info libr j 2009 jun 26 2 91 108 doi 10 1111 j 1471 1842 2009 00848 x review pubmed pmid 19490148 further reading

google tips recommended books steps in conducting a literature review what is a literature review a literature review is an integrated analysis not just a summary of scholarly writings and other relevant evidence related directly to your research question

peer reviewed journals also called refereed journals are journals that use a specific scholarly review process to try to ensure the accuracy and reliability of published articles
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